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The aim of particle physics, CERN & the LHC:

What is the Universe made of?

“Where do we come from?

What are we?

Where are we going?”



From Cosmic Rays to Accelerators

Accelerators study these particles in detail

Discovered a century ago …

… cosmic-ray
showers were 
found to 
contain many
different types
of particles …



Proposed by Abdus Salam, 

Glashow & Weinberg

In agreement with all

confirmed laboratory

experiments

Crucial tests in

Experiments

at CERN, etc.

The ‘Standard Model’ of

Particle Physics



The matter particles

The ‘Standard Model’

The fundamental interactions

Gravitation electromagnetism     weak nuclear force strong nuclear force

= Cosmic DNA

Where does

mass

come from?



Gauguin’s Questions in the

Language of Particle Physics

• What is matter made of?

– Why do things weigh?

• What is the origin of matter?

• What is the dark matter that fills the Universe?

• How does the Universe evolve?

• Why is the Universe so big and old?

• What is the future of the Universe?

Our job is to ask - and answer - these questions

LHC Run 2

LHC Run 2

LHC Run 2

LHC Run 2



Why do Things Weigh?

0

Where do the masses 

come from?

Newton:

Weight proportional to Mass

Einstein:

Energy related to Mass

Neither explained origin of Mass

Are masses due to Higgs boson?

(the physicists’ Holy Grail)

BUT



Think of a Snowfield

Skier moves fast:

Like particle without mass

e.g., photon = particle of light

Snowshoer sinks into snow,

moves slower:

Like particle with mass

e.g., electron

Hiker sinks deep,

moves very slowly:

Particle with large mass

The LHC looks for

the snowflake:

the Higgs Boson



A Phenomenological Profile 

of the Higgs Boson

• First attempt at systematic survey



The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

Several thousand billion protons

Each with the energy of a fly 

99.9999991% of light speed 

A billion collisions a second

Primary targets: 

•Origin of mass

•Nature of Dark Matter

•Primordial Plasma

•Matter vs Antimatter

Collisions at 8 TeV in Run 1

13/14 TeV in LHC Run 2:

3 times earlier in the

history of the Universe



A Simulated Higgs Event @ LHC



Assembling ATLAS

Some 3000 scientists and engineers

A thousand PhD students

38 countries

More components than a moon rocket



How the Higgs Boson was finally revealed?

Mass Higgsteria



Interesting Events



July 4th 2012

The discovery of a 

new particle



Higgsdependence Day!



Unofficial Combination of Higgs Data

Is this the

Higgs Boson?

No Higgs here!No

Higgs

here!



The Particle Higgsaw Puzzle

Has the LHC found the missing piece?

Is it the right shape?

Is it the right size?



[1] = JE & Tevong You, arXiv:1303.3879

Dixit Swedish Academy

Today we believe that “Beyond any reasonable 

doubt, it is a Higgs boson.” [1]
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2013/a

dvanced-physicsprize2013.pdf



Introduction
Standard Model Particles:

Years from Proposal to Discovery



Without Higgs …

… there would be no atoms

– Electrons would escape at the speed of 

light

… weak interactions would not be weak

– Life would be impossible: there would be 

no nuclei, everything would be radioactive

How does the Higgs trick work?



• « Empty » space is unstable

• Dark matter

• Origin of matter

• Masses of neutrinos

• Hierarchy problem

• Inflation

• Quantum gravity

• …

The Standard Model

SUSY

SUSY

SUSY

SUSY

SUSY

SUSY
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World

average

178

Mass

of top 173

quark

168
120 125

Mass of Higgs boson

130

Stable

Unstable

Is “Empty Space” Unstable?

• Depends on masses of Higgs boson and top quark

Need new

Physics?



Will the Universe Collapse?

Tunnel through barrier

in current Universe?

Fluctuate over barrier?

Fluctuate over 

barrier?

Fluctuate over barrier

in the early Universe?

Quantum fluctuations

The Big Crunch

Tunnel through

barrier now?

We are here

Not if 

supersymmetry:

infinite barrier

Should it have Collapsed already?



300,000

years

3

minutes

1 micro-

second

1 pico-

second

Formation

of atoms

Formation

of nuclei

Formation

of protons

& neutrons

Appearance

of mass?

Appearance

of dark matter?

Appearance

of matter?



The Dark Matter Hypothesis

• Motivated by Fritz Zwicky’s observations of the 

Coma galaxy cluster

• The galaxies move too quickly

• The observations require a

stronger gravitational field

than provided by the visible matter

• Dark matter?



The Rotation Curves of Galaxies

• Measured by Vera Rubin

• The stars also orbit ‘too quickly’

• Her observations aslo required a

stronger gravitational field

than provided by the visible matter

• Further strong evidence for dark matter



Rotation Curves

• In the Solar System

• The velocities decrease 

with distance from Sun

• Mass lumped at centre

• In galaxies

• The velocities do not 

decrease with distance

• Dark matter spread out



There is dark matter

The Content of the Universe

• According to

– Microwave 

background

– Supernovae

– Structures 

(galaxies, clusters, 

…) in the Universe

And dark energy



• Energy density spread throughout space

• Not clustered like matter in galaxies, etc.

• Apparently ~ constant for billions of 

years

• Expect in many theories of fundamental 

physics

• Mystery is why it is so small

Dark Energy



Astronomers say

that most of the

matter in the

Universe is

invisible 

Dark Matter

Difficult to find

with the 

LHC?

Dark Matter in the Universe

Electroweak “baryons”?

Searching for

them at the 

LHC

Supersymmetric particles?



Minimal Supersymmetric

Extension of the Standard Model



Looking for Dark Matter @ LHC

Missing transverse energy 

carried away by dark matter particles



General Interest in Antimatter Physics

Physicists cannot make enough for 

Star Trek or Dan Brown!



Where does the Matter come from?

Dirac predicted existence of antimatter:

same mass

opposite internal properties:

electric charge, …

Discovered in cosmic rays

Studied using accelerators

Used in medical diagnosis

Matter and antimatter not quite equal and opposite: WHY?

Is this why the Universe contains matter, not antimatter?

Will experiments reveal how matter was created?



How to Create the Matter in the 

Universe?

• Need a difference between matter and antimatter

observed in the laboratory

• Need interactions able to create matter

predicted by theories

not yet seen by experiment

• Need the expansion of the Universe

a role for the Higgs boson?

Sakharov

Will we be able to calculate

using laboratory data?



 … but he never succeeded

Unification via extra dimensions of space?

Unify Fundamental Interactions: 

Einstein’s Dream …



Would

vanish

instantly

Eat up

the 

entire

Earth? 

Will LHC experiments create black holes?

Cosmic rays have not harmed us!



The Unification Trail


